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EJ,,.NCtAR ECHOES
NOVFllIBER 1979

From Your President:
THE ELECTION OF YOUR 1980 CALEf'T:AR fEAR Oli'i'ICF;.,,'tS 'iuring our October regular meeting
was conducted nv Pete Ohlson :i.'~·-·a li\i;·st orderly a~-i.d efficient manner.
RESULTS:
PRESI )ENT: Lewis ~. (Lew) Nix:::i,>., VEGE PRE..SIJEN'l': Charles Dorris, SEC3ETARY: Clarence
(JackJ ia,Ic:Jo~~b 'I1fu~.SUR:5:R~
:s. Zdlner,,, Your considered. choice has resul tBd
in the selection c;f a dedi.cated tee..m of Chapte:t Members. With a co-operative team
effort, tl:Hsy, with ea.ch mem:~,er' s volunteered supplemental ti.elp, will provide for tne
continuity ot Chapter 168 activiti1:,s which we have an been accustomed to expect.
Congratulations, gentlemen~ there is a tremendous a.mount of co-operative, routinE effort, req:.1ired for the nor!l)a,1 fu.1:,ctioning of the Chapter during the coming year.

·gn~~?:~et3_

PROlR.Al'l ?Ort TrIE Ev...:NING: 'The
ECHOES c1:;ver phct;o of the WPB-1 Powered Plank
aircraft is from the files .of r~e,~her.' Al Be..ckstrom, Al is to be our speaker for the
eventng p,~1:.i will present a discussto11 of~ the evelutior1 of~ tl1e design concept and d_evelopmer;t to its curren-t flight stD:tus. The aircraf·c is to be on static display on the
AIRPAfL1{ l'ERMINAL RAI,ff before t;!,9
Come early for observation of some fine aircraft constru·:::tion workmansb.:i.p ;y':Ji,; \?ed in the .fabr:i.cation of this project. Again,
this :wonth 9 the excellent cover· :ia":kxocw work was done by B'.J.d Calley. On short notice,

.Judv Gobb again provided typing services for E::hoes COiY•
FIRST B'.A.A. REPAIR1'.1AN C:;RI'IFICA'I'E! Iss<1.ed to chapter member was to Bill White. From
now on Bill is authorizE:d to certify tha.t his White Special is airwcrt.r..y for flight.
Following close behind v;iU be _:;0r_2nan Hinchcliffe and his Cassu-r.t Special.

ANOTHER BEST IN SHOW TROPHY!

Tc Ben Duarte for his Varieze aircraft. Awarded by EAA
Chapter 542 at their FLY··IN/A.L:U'CRT 'l'ER!Ul~AL JEDICA:'IUN at Killeen, ·rexas on 3 November.
Another -tribute to Ben for. his cra:ftsnanship utilized in foe construction of his project.
REFERENCE BOOKS THA:r SHCUL J Bl'.~ Il'; E'!~1:':'r CUSTOM AIRCR.il...?':r BUIL 1)ER' S/RES'I'OHE3!S LIBRARY
Can be purchased from Government Printing Office Bookstore, 1100 Commerce, Dallas, TX
75242. Phone: 214/767-0J?6. l'lail Order Cheeks to: Superintendent of Documents.
Over counter sales too frcm lJ:JO tc 04:JO PM weekdays. A.11 books postpaid.
ACCEPTABLE METHODS, 'l'ECHNIQUES & PRACTICES - AiiiCJ:?AJ?I' INS?~CTION & REPAIR ! F.A.A. No.
AC 43.13-lA $5.508 ACCEI12ABLE IE'L':IODS, TECHXI~UES & PRACTICbS - AIRCRAE'T ALTEM:rI<JNS
F.A.A. No. AC 43.13··2A $2. 75, CrEXEHAL AIRCJ:?,.A~'T ~-IltN~/BOOK F ..~.A. No. AC 65-9 .j6. 75.
POWEHPLANT H.t.NDBOCK F.A,A. Ne, AC 65 .. 12 $6.50. ABFRA:1,.E HA.NDBOOK F.A.A. No. AC 65-15
$6.0'.J. PE.:tSCNAL AIRCRAE'I' IHSPE:~CIOI-, HANDBOOK 1',.A.A. No. AG 20-106 53.5'.:>.
N1";E:D INFORMATION ON OWNERSHIF O:'l !!..HN'I::111JAN:..'.E HISTC:lY o:B' A.NY P.A.A. JiEGISTEtlED AIR·.:]AFT?

WRITE:

Jepartment of

F.A.A. Aeronautical Center, PO BoA 25)82, Okla-

homa City, OK 73125, A'Fr:
Ask for all copies of
ion Form #337. Send a check tc
covers cost,

List aircraft Make, Model, Serial No. & "N" No.
For Registration and all copies of Repair & AlteratTrear-q;rer of United States for $10. JO which usually

Refunds for over pay:11ent.

COMING EVEl\'T3:
27 November,
TERHINAL 3T!IL'iIN':l- - HIGH'lIAY

1979

= Tuesday.

Pl1!~

iEGULAR. ME:S"THJ'.J. AT AIR PARK AIRPORT
JEF~!:-I:,IBN'l:S 1',0R ATTII'UDE AND ALTITUJE
1

AN:.--iuAL RE'..i-ULAit 'lE;;:E:MBER IFZTIEG & CHRIS'rlJAS ,HNiiEtl. NOrC:H PARK IN:.;, 9300 N. CEN'llfuU.
BAR OF}'.I3i J6: 3J, DIXl'ER J7 :,) PJ',L
INSTALLATION OF 198:J
C?FIC\:?.S. l<,RSE 100.i PRIC!:3 1.::xcs.LLE.Nl' FCC) & ')J:UXKS; ALL TO INSCRE A FRr)AY, 7 lECE.'.1BER
1979 EVENING OF ?UN & H.ELAXAT'IDN?
EXP~:sss:•VAY, 'lALLAS, :rx.
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RIVET CUTTING TOOL by Ken Morris, Designee 675, Ft. Worth, TX
A standard wire crimping tool makes a dandy rivet cutter with little
effort, and does not destroy the crimpers.
Instructions: Open the crimpers about a third of the way. Mark a
pencil line parallel to the bolt cutter edge aligned through the
#8-32 bolt cutter. Drill three rivet cutting holes, #40, #30 and
1/:20 drills spaced as shown on the drawing. Now make some length
gages·of .032 aluminum to mount in the 8-32 screw cutter hole. I
mounted four and each one in place adds½ dash length to the rivet
to be cut, i.e. no gages in place you get a -3 rivet, one in place
you get a -3½ rivet, etc. After the gages are made and mounted
with a #8 screw just cut the screw by closing the handle and you get
a perfect screw length. To set the gages just loosen the screw
and fold as many gages in place as you need.
This thing works as well as the store bought cutter and costs
about $40. less.

- - - R i v e t length gage.
Make
four from .032 aluminum.
Mount in existing 8-32
screw cutter hole.

Open tool to the
position shown and
drill with #20, 30,
and 40 drills - for #3,
4, and 5 rivets.
Draw a straight
line from #8 screw cutter
hole parallel to cutt

Wire
Cutter
#8-32 Screw Cutter.

Terminal
Crimpers

HAI\IG

CH ES
rton

214/351·--4604
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Vile have a new and rare bird being started in Chapter 168,

Last week JOHN REEVES came
by my shop with an armload of"
airplane
ans. No, it wasn't the Hiperbide, as I
reported a month or so back. Certain e\1e;:;t.s transpired to change his mind about the
Hi;~.:c-.rbipe and the Sorrell2 very
y refunded his deposit, so we now only have 3
active Hiperbipe projects in the chaoter, vVADE ~/fUMAWjs, HM YOUNG'su and CLAIRE
BUTTON 1 so

John heard the ,_;irs : song for sorne.~hing e\1~~n more exotic. He chose the FALCO! The plans
that John brought by are incomptete as
, but he really has a bundle already. The plans
cost $400, but they look very good. They are li~ii.C•::;rapheJ black line drav,rings on white
paper and are very :.:;harp and very profes siona.lly done. I did spot a gray area or two that
were left up to the builder's j udgemsnt, but they didn't really appear to be any big pro.oiem.
All in all they looked quite good.

A fev1 months ago we did a report in HANGAR ECHOES about Si,;;nor FRATI's beautiful FLACO.
Actually it •Nas only half an article, as ~Ne ran out c;;f space that month so I'll try to bring it
up to date in our December issue. I'll
oy doing a little extra research on it in the
1
mE<1atime as I ve abvays admired the graceful lines that Signor Steli FRATI' s airplane design
displayed.
Ita 3 an old sav,', but it's usually t"ue tha-c an airplane that looks good, generally flies like it

looks, also. I Delieve ✓ve all gradually develop a 'finely tuned sense of proportion over the
years and this probably hds a lot to do 1Nith molding our likes and dislikes in airplanes. The
Italians seem to have a :flair in this ciepartn:ent in both the automotive and aircraft designs.
Without doubt their amphibian designs have manifested that certain touch for quite a few years
back.
Several of these designs have been import2,.:1 in the U.S. and re-labeled. The firm that imported
the amphib called "The Riviera" in the U.S. \Nas headquartered here in Dallas and we used to
see the demonstrator flying quite often a:round here a:1d it got along pretty rapidly. I'm sure
the price tag vvas its downfall. That wc1s the case with the· so-called Waco "Meteor" and
its sidekick, the "Vela".

E.A.A CHAPTER 168, P.O.
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I remember getting to fly another Italiano amphib, the Royal Gull, which was imported by the
Trecher Corporation of Milwaukeeo It was a fairly large twin and was configured as a pusher
and featured a gull wing, that got the props up out of the water I never got to fly it off
the water but it performed reasonably well as a land plane A San Francisco firm had a couple
of them and they took the landing gears off them and operated them as flying boats in a
commuter service to and from Lake Tahoe.
O

a

To back up to where I took the right hand fork that took me over the Alps to Italy, I think
the Falco design will become a popular item in EAA circles in the coming years. If a design
has looks and performance the prospective builders will put cost and construction difficulty
pretty low on their totem pole of priorities.
John said the tricycle gear appealed to him pretty strongly, too, since his tail wheel time is
somewhat limitedo I8m sure a lot of potential builders of the high performance tail draggers
back off because of doubts about acquiring the demanded level of competency that tail
wheel airplanes require. This would be especially true if they had nothing but tricycle gear
tome on the sluggish trainers in use today a
They have sound reason to be apprehensive about tail wheel aircraft, and especially those
that land pretty fast and are short and compact. This combination practically guarantees that
the airplane will be close coupled and lightning quick to respond to control input in the
take off or landing phase.
The pilot not trained on tail draggers gets into big trouble because of his situation reaction
time primarily. In a tri gear
airplane if the nose is 5 degrees off the planned ground track u
it's of no great consequence, but it's another story in a tail dragger Directional divergence
tends to increase as the center of mass (CG) is behind the main wheels and is constantly
trying to get around in front of those wheels. Give it even a half a chance and it will not
only get there, but keep going on around in an arc that quickly becomes uncontrollableeven with full application of opposite rudder and brake together The above scene is known
as a "ground loop". Done fast enough the airplane will tip over towards the outer wing tip,
dragging- it and puting the airplane either up on its nose or over on its back. Either way
the result is a pretty badly bent airplane-and a badly shaken piloto
a

a

Because the reference line (center line of the cowling) ahead of him is short, the pilot doesnit
detect a small amount of directional divergenceo When it starts to get excessive he notices
it and responds with probably too much opposite rudder. The most common error, tho', is
holding opposite too long-holding it until the nose is again pointed back down the centerline"
As they say in the chili commercial, "Well that 1 s too long". The nose now continues clear
on past center and now a thoroughly rattled pilot jabs in a lot of the opposite rudder and the
same thing is repeated. He is constantly trying to play "catch up" to the series of wild
gyrations instead of anticipating where to release rudder pressure before the nose reaches
the desired pointo
The real villain of the piece is usually a cross wind, tho'. On the ground the airplane's
tail feathers make it try to respond like a weather vane, pointing the nose directly into the
wind" The combination of momentum and an unsta"ble, conventional (tail wheel) gear magnify
this force and it tends to continue on around, trying to put the CG in front of the main wheel,
that is now trying to go backward"
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To better understand the forces involved, I'd like to reprint an article that will appear in
the next issue of the T-18 Mutual Aid Society Newsletter. It's written by Dr. John Shinn,
a T-18 builder and scientist of considerable note.
This article came about as a result of a discussion of the relative merits of aligning a main
landing gear to toe out, toe in, or be fixed straight ahead. It's a point of considerable
importance, as it radically affects the 3.ocility of the airplane in motion on the ground, either
making· it much more or much less demanding of the pilot. Take note please that a mis-aligned
wheel can be corrected by the addition of tapered shims inserted between the axle and gear
leg boss. The points made are pertinent to any airplane, so I think you'll find his article
one that will be !most illuninating and one you'll like to save as reference.
ALIGNING Ml-\.IN LANDING GEAR

by Dr. B. J. Shinn

It is my contention that in TAILDRAGGERS toe-out of the main wheels will give a STABILIZING
effect, while toe-in will be an unstabilizing factor. The reverse is true for nose wheel
aircraft.
Attached is an analysis for tail draggers. /1. similar analysis for nose wheel aircraft can be
shown to prove the converse for them. I have had a lot of experience with Luscom'oes (SA,
8F, llA) and my own T-18 with toe·-out. The stabilizing effect is quite small, considering
other stronger factors and the major concern is tire wear. With the original toe-out on my
T-18 I wore out a set of tires during the first 8 hours doing taxi tests. I have had to use
successively lar9er shims until I got it so I had uniform tire wear, (toe-out causes excessive
tire wear on the inside edges of the tread).
Taildraggers with an unlocked (swivel action) tail wheel are inherently unstable. Any side
force causes a swiveling action of the tailwheel, resulting in centrifugal force which reinforces the original side force. In short, taildraggers with swivel tail wheels want to ground
loop! If you have a tailwheel controlled through springs it will have some swivel action.
The weaker the springs the more swivel action.
The amount of effective caster in tailwheel swivel will also affect stability. The more caster
the more sensitivity to turning from side loads. Another consideration is the amount of wieight
on the tailwheel and the coefficient of friction. For a taildragger which is almost balanced on
the main gear any side load will cause the tailwheel to skid sideways and act somewhat like
it had swivel actiono Since grass has a lower coefficient of friction than pavement it will
be worse than a paved runway. On the other hand a soft field with the tail wheel digging in
will he more stable.
Finally, you must consider the amount of "gain"
setup" This is mainly affected by the lenqth of
long, the amount of turn "authority" (or control)
turn very small circles. Also you mi9ht have to
keep control.

in your rudder and tail wheel deflection
the tailwheel control arms. If they are too
is too small; and this means you can't
make some highly exaggerated motions to

Too short of central arms mean higher pedal pressures and also high gain, so that you might
tend to overcontrol and "get behind" the ai.rplane action ••• especially if you also have soft
tail wheel control springs.
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In spite of all these ,factors the human is very adaptable and learns to adjust and become
skilled with a wide variety of controls. I think this is the biggest factor in the said T-18
becoming a "pussycat". NO T-18 is a "pussycat". o . you 1 ve got to keep on top of them and
show them some skill. I think JOHN THORP did an outstanding job of balancing all the design
factors a.nd produced a very maneuverable, controllable airplane. My two b.'.)yS soloed my
T-18 at 16 years and my 15 year old daughter is now flying from the right seat.
Al"\JALYSIS OF TOE-OUT ON A TAILDRAGGER

Original
Direction of
Tum by Rudder

..----- ........

'\ r\ ;"

-----~-' $

(Centrifugal Force From Left Turn)

'(

(Note: " , ~ Locked
·
- ~ -- - - .. -Tail Wheel-~

FIGURE l.

J. Shinn

Direction of Tum for
Weight on Right Wheel

~~ t~V2J ~

C.G.

..,. ________ -·, -

by::. B.

{

JI

Resulting Center of
Turn for Right Wheel/
Tail wheel Combination

"'

DETERMINING CENTER OF TURN

(1)

If the aircraft weight were only on the right wheel and the tail wheel, Figure 1 shows that
toe-out would cause the airplane to turn to the right.

(2)

If the left rudder is pushed (or if something tries to turn the aircraft to the left) centrifugal
force developed from the left turn will force more of the weight on the RIGHT wheel.
This weight shift will cause the right wheel to have more traction and the left will have
correspondingly less, and the aircraft will turn to the right as influenced by the turn radius
as shown in Figure l.

(3)

Once the aircraft starts to phase into a right turn, the centrifugal force will tend to shift
the weight back to the left wheel, cancelling out the right turn effect.

(4)

Note that this action is stabilizing;, i.e., it tends to oppose any force that would keep it
from going in a straight line. (This is something like dihedral in wings, stabilizing
the flight path.}

Caster Action
(5) Note also that this analysis assumed a locked ·(non-swivel) tailwheel).
(6)

If the tailwheel has some degree of castering the situation shown in Figure 2 will resulta
Since the center of gravity (C. G.) of the airplane is behind the main gear any side force
will cause a castered tailwheel to swivel. Unfortunately the dir-ection of turn is in such
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(continued) a direction as to create a centrifugal force which reinforces the original
force. If uncorrected, a ground loop will occur. With enough initial momentum (and
assuming no wing would drag on the ground) the tailwheel would swivel 1800 and the
aircraft would end up going backwards in a staDle condition. (Sort of like a "nose wheel"
airplane from then on")

~•,-

Center of Turn for
Tailwheel Swiveled

I~

...

s-~

"'·
"'

\

~

j ·,

FORCE

Castered Tail Wheel

· ~

FIGURE 20

CENTI:@~URN FOR CASTERED TAILWHEEL

(7)

As shown in Figure 2, a force to the right causes the castered tail wheel to turn as
though the left rudder pedal had been pushedo A new center of turn to the left is
established, which causes a centrfugal force to the ri•;;ht. This is the same direction
as the original distrubing force (which could be caused by rudder, brake, or other).

(8)

This analysis can be extended in a similar manner to show that airplanes with swiveled
tail wheels tend to ground loop if they touch do ✓vn ·Nith a crac angle, ~Nhile nose wheel
airplanes vvhich land with a crab angle tend to turn and stably align themselves with the
direction of ground velocity before touch dov,m.

* * * * *
I think you'll all agree that the above vvas an excellent discourse, on a subject that has been
misunderstood for years among the homebuilt fraternity.
Another factor that also radically affects the behaviour of a tail wheel airplane is the caster
angle of the tail wheel fork. We are speaking of the vertical pivot axis ahead of the tail
wheel axleo We won't go into a detailed explanation here except to say that the upper end
of this vertical "axle" should never, never be aft of the lower point. It should slightly
incline forward,
We also should point out that any and all assessments of ,;ear or tail wheel alignment should
be made with the airplane in its all-up weight condition •.
In a future issue we 1 1l go into more detail on the effects of caster and camber of hovv they
are measured, etc., plus factors that may cause these conditons to very (i.e., the flexibility
of gear legs and tail springs, etc.).
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BUILDER 1 S WARNING: Here 1 s another item we recently pbulished in the T-18 newsletter:
Heu Morgan recently had a "flame out" on his Starduster Too (while taxiing out). The
engine would run at idle power, but any advancement of the throttle caused it to quit. The
problem was traced to a tiny rubber "doughnut" in the Aeroquip fuel line between the fuel
filter and carburetor, which had just been installedo It presented enough of an obstruction
to choke off nearly all of the fuel flow.
You may remember that Charley Lamb had a similar flame out on his first takeoff with his
Buecker Jungmeister just as he broke ground. It was for exactly the same reason, too. He
had lots of runway ahead, so he had no problem.
Ken also found these same little rubber doughnuts in newly installed Aeroquip lines to and
from the oil cooler.
When installing the AN fittings at each end of a new oil for fuel Aeroquip line a tiny slice
of rubber is cut off internally., If the unit isn't disassembled and blown out (or rodded out)
there is an almost certainty of blockage. Professionals know this well, but it isn't a well
advertised caution among the amateur builders.
MCKINNEY AIRPORT REPORT: McKinney• s new airport (on the SE side of town) is now open,
but if you think it's 5400 ft. of wide, smooth asphalt is a dandy place to go out and shoot a
few landings you are righto But be aware that a lot of other people have the same idea,
especially on weekends. Since Addison has barred touch and goes and local flying on the
weekends, it's not at all uncommon for there to be 5 or 6 trainers in the pattern. As yet
there is no ground marking of traffic pattern direction, but it 1 s a left hand pattern for South
landings and a right hand pattern for north landings (if you'll pardon the expression). This
keeps all the traffic tc the East of the airport and avoids flying over town and antagonizing
the public.
BEN DUARTE continues to add to his collection of trophies" He recently went down to the
Killeen fly-in (which was the dedication of the new terminal building) and the Varieze won
the Grand Champion award, so again congratulations are in order for Ben.
DALE BROOKS has moved his Mustang II project over to where he works. It will be stored
there until he gets the Buecker flying and can get back at it. He took the Buecker down to
bare bones and most of it was the hard way- sanding, stripping, and then a light sand
blasting. The old varnish was removed from the wings via a very light sand blasto Itus on
the way back now and he's applying the epoxy primer one bay at a time, using an airbrush.
A regular spray gun wastes 75% of the paint when aimed at a piece of tubing so the use of
the airbrush is a pretty slick little tricko Paint has to be thinned to 50-50 to airbrush it,
but it works out very nicely" Dale also has a small amount of woodwork repair to do before
he revarnishes and so he'll be thinking about putting fabric on before too many moons.
WADE MUMAW' s Hiperbipe now has fabric on the entire airplane and it's really looking
good. He ran into a little problem thatu s worth passing on. He had several coats of butyrate
dope on when he started putting the tape on. He used nitrate -dope to stick the pinked tape on
but althon the nitrate filled well it simply wouldn°t stick to the -butyrate. This meant that
Wade had to carefully remove the tape and clean up the area before he goes back on with new
tape-. and butyrate, this time
Everyone that visits Wadeu s project is impressed with the
qtrauty or his worko
0
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JIM YOUNG' s picking up speed on the welding on his Hiperbipe and is very close to being
finished with that phase. His wings are still in their box but he is really getting the itch
to fit those wings on.
CLAIRE BUTTON is still welding on the basic fuselage and installing the dozens of little
brackets that are so time consuming o He"ll be starting on the tail group next and after that
will be control installation.
MARVIN BROTT 0 s Sonerai I is back in town after a stay in Elgin, Illinois where it got an engine
overhaul on the way back from OSH. If you read your October Sport Aviation you probably
noticed that Marvin's Sonerai I was the winner in the "Designer Awards" Category for the
best Sonerai L That wasn 5 t too hard a choice for the judges to make, as it's really a beautiful
a.irplane and the paint scheme is truly elegant and most unusual.
JIM RUSHING 1 s Mustang II also won a first place trophy for the Designer's Award category
as the best Mustang II. 01' Jj_m also has quite a shelfful of trophies
a

It probably isn 8 t readily apparent to a casual observer that forming the leading edge of a
metal wing is a precision operation--unless you've been down that roada The skin has to
fit the contour of the nose rib quire closely or else there is a problemo If one overbends
the skin can't be forced down around the nose rib contour and it shows a double crease that
acts like a spoiler. If you under-bend the skin has sever "gap-osis" just aft of the nose and
ther 8 s no solution except to go back and bend it some more a
DON STOVALL is one of those perfectionist types and since a tapered wing (such as his
Mustang II has) is considerably more difficult he decided to have a pro do it with the proper
equipment. Proper equipment in this case meant a big power operated press brake. A
press brake uses a male/female die setup for accuracy that's unapproachable by other means.
Don has had his ribs and spars built for years, but has held up assembling his wings until
he had the fuselage pretty well complete, so he's now at the point of being ready to assembl!?
wings. This time of year is busy for him, as some of his spare time is taken up with
officiating at high school and college football games, but come next summer I'll bet he'll be
flying o
DON DWIGGINS, the Editor of "Homebuilt Aircraft" Magazine called the other day to ask
permission to use a portion of our Chapter newsletter in a future story. I have no idea how
he got hold of one of our newsletters, but I do know that the N. L. goes far and wide" I
receive letters from people all over the U. So and Canada commenting on the N. L and some of
then even join our Chapter. Some of the letters are complimentary and some of them are not.
"Homebuilt Aircraft" magazine does a good job covering unusual homebuilts and prople who
build them. Air Progress used to turn out some superb issues along this line, but the last
few years their main thrust comes across as a slightly watered down version of "Flying", so
I've devoted my armchair aviation reading to"Homebuilt Aircraft, Sport Flying, Sport Aviation;'
and the English magazine "Aeroplane Monthly" on a regular basis and the rest of them on a
selective new stand basis.
O

The November issue of "Homebuilt Aircraft" has an excellent article on aircraft landing
gears and wheels, with about 35 accompanying photoso The have also been running a series
of articles entitled "WORKING WITH COMPOSITES". This series is from Rutan' s Manufacturing
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Manual and details the step by step building of a Varieze o I believe back issues are available
from Werner and Werner Corp., 606 Wilshire Blvdo, Suite 100, Santa Monica, CA, 90401
Single issue price is $1. 950
0

I have a note from member B, K. SHAFFER in Tyler, Texas (PH 1-849-6578) saying he finds it
necessary to abandon his VP II projecto He has the firewall and bulkheads cut out, longerons
are cut, as are all wing ribs. He has all the materials to complete the fuselage, and he is
also including the layout table. He will deliver all to the buyer. No price is quoted, but
you can give him a call for further detailsa
So you won°t forget: Take note that our NOVEMBER MEETING IS AT AIRPARK CLUBHOUSE.
NOT in the usual place. You might want to come out early and take a closer look at
AL BACKSTROM 0 s WPB-1 tailess airplane, with its new paint job. Dark time comes early
so you might want to brown bag it and do a little hangar snooping while it's still lighL
We are shortening· up this month 0 s newsletter as time slipped up on us, but next month we 0 ll
get started with the material a little earlier Earlier this month I spent a full week with an
old friend from my hometown helping him build up a wide body T-18 fuselage and getting him
going on the folding wing for ita He bought my first homebuilt in 1929 (an ALCO sport) and a
couple years back he took over my Starduster Too project, covered it and did a beautiful
job painting it to win the 1st Place Designer• s award for the Best Starduster Too at OSH O 79.
O

To close out this month 1 s efforts we present a continuation of our "Dumb Things I have Did'
Series (sic) by member, Jim Ward and finally, an articie by Ken Morris, long time stalwart
of Chapter 34 (FTW) and a current Designee of Chapter 34a
DUMB THINGS I HAVE DID

by: James Ward

In 19 61, while a senior in high school , I decided to temporarily put aside playing doctor
with the neighborhood girls and start work on one of my goals, which was to learn to fly.
Being a typical teenager (short on money) I took the club route to flying lessons and joined
a.n outfit located south of Grand Prarie called Texas Soaring Association. At TSAI was able
to take my first dual instruction in a well worn J-3 Cub at the rate of seven dollars an hour
for the machine and beer for the instructor.
My first instructor was a fellow named Lenard Pratt. He was, as I remember, about 5 1 6"
tall, cocky, a veteran of World War II with hundreds of flying hours and at that time employed
by an outfit known as "Teeter-Totter Airlines." I am almost certain they have changed the
name since then, but I digress from my story.
I had had considerable exposure to light aircraft oefore obtaining my student tickeL As a
result, after a two hour and forty-five minute checkout Pratt soloed me with the immortal,
never to be forgotten words "Try not to wreck our Cub". During the next two or three weekends
I racked 11p 3 or 4 hours, both solo and dual, and started to think of myself as a II real 11
aviator. Then one fateful Sunday I went flying. I shot a couple of emergency landings off
the end of the field, flew around sight seeing and landed back at TSA. Pratt, beer in hand,
immediately called me off behind the T-·hangarso "Just what was that all about"
he asked? "What?" said, I, showing my best blank look. ·"Well," Pratt said slowly,
"we were all sitting around in front of the club house, discussing serious matters (women
and
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and drinking) when we heard the Cub engine quite Looked up and there's the Cub, cocked
down at this Gawd auful angle. Down you come and we stand and watch while you disappear
down behind the trees! No sooner had we downed your final toast (At that time the club
members were fast elbow benders and not overly optimistic about student pilot survival)
then we hear the engine come back to life and see you struggle up from behind the trees.
About the time we all get set down, again we hear the engine quit and down you go behind
the trees again. Just what was that all about anyway?" "vVell" said I, showing my best
hurt look, "I was practicing emergency landin9s." Pratt got kind of a dark, thoughtful look
on his face and said "With less than 8 hours total time, how would you tell a good one from
a bad one. " You could have gotten into serious trouble and not realized it until you flattened
yourseif into jelly on a rock. Don°t ever do anything like that again without clearing it
with me first!" I had to admit that after thinking on it some that he had an excellent point.
The redeeming social significance of this little story is to think two-fold. If you are
anyone's student, you are taking instruction from someone who is better and more experienced
than you are. The fact that the instructor has demonstrated, or perhaps allowed you, the
student, to perform a maneuver under direct supervision does not automatically mean that
you are qualified to do it by yourselL Discuss in detail with your instructor what you are
going to do and not do during practice timeo One of the worst pmiitiom, you can be in is to
"Don 1 t know what you don't knowo II
If you are an instructor I your student's abilities and limitations are probably obvious to you.
A student's limitations may not be nearly as obvious to the student. Discuss early, and in
great detail, what your student may and may not do when flying solo.

*****
And, now the article by Ken Morris:
BUYING A USED AIRCRAFT ENGINE

by: Ken Morris

How many times have you heard this, "Two hundred hours since major overhaul, logs lost" ?
Or, "Removed from a wind damaged airplane. ? Of course it could be a good engine but the
odds far in favor of a pile of junk. There are many concepts on buying a used engine. No
doubt you have heard, "Its going into an experimental and does not have to be certified", or
"I'll overhaul it the first chance" o Lets be reasonable now, the last thing one should
worry about in an experimental is whether the engine will keep turning.
11

Here are some examples. I bought a Cont 65 and intended to convert it to an A-7 5 or A-80
for the Miniplane just completed (N34QB is the one that PETE OHLSON started in about 1960 !L
The engine was removed for a T-craft that was clipped and converted to 150 HP and the log
showed a midlin overhaul 200 hours ago. Yep, on teardown inspection: case was cracked,
crank was cracked, one cylinder head cracked, one jug worn past regrind limits - to name a
few items. Oh well, the mags and carb were worth about what I paid for the pile. But suppose
the engine had been installed without a teardown and look see? , Solution = buy enough parts
to go with some misc stuff on hand and build up a C-85 to new tolerances.
Heres another: A good friend bought a very nice looking Cessna 175 with "400 hours since
major" o He soon found that it burned a quart of oil an hour. You guessed it, no info on
what the overhaul consisted of, no yellow tc.l.gs. He pulled the jugs and found five of the
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six worn past regrind or chrome limits. He converted to 180 HP with CS prop and came out
with a very nice airplane but at considerable more cost than intended.
Chapter 34 and 168 members who have been around for a few years will remember a young lad
up north of the metroplex a ways who built a neet two seater then later installed a larger
engine. Seems like he had a Cont 65 and went to a Lye 108 or 125. Anyway the engine was
installed "as is" and flew the bird nicely - for awhile. But then one day it quit on take off
and splashed both him and the airplane"
Those who get the EM Designee Newsletter have surely noted that a high percentage of
accident reports result from engine failure, a good many on first flight. Unfortunately the
newsletter never gives much detail so we never know if it was actual engine failure or fuel
system or whatever. Old Spareparts quit on me once but fortunately this old granny type had
circled the patch a couple of times for altitude before going out for some aerobatics and was
able to get back to Russell International even if it was down wind" After considerable trouble
shooting it turned out to be a vapor lock in the fuel line - had just hooked up the foot warmer
for winter and the overboard hot air was too close to the fuel line! There are lots of little
dumb things we can unknowingly build into an experimental.
One Chapter 34 member, a long time A&P, tells a story that he once bought a slick Culver
Cadet real cheap because the owner never could get the engine to run right. He took the
engine apart and found three different kinds of pistons! I once bargained for a C-85-12 that
had supposedly been removed from a wind damaged Luscombe, but first got an agreement that
I might have a good look at it (no logs). First step was a dial gage to the prop flange - it
wobbled about three times the limit (wind damage, surrre}, next a jug was removed and inside
was some mass of corrosion (an engine will start to rust inside in about two weeks if it has
not been preserved). Since I did not own a boat and had no use for a good anchor - .••
Don't buy a used aircraft engine just because it looks good and the sales pitch sounds goodo
The best buy is a remanufactured or overhauled engine done by a reputable firm or by a
mechanic you know a.nd tru~t, Some individuals do as good a work as do the larger outfits
- but then there are others. Perhaps the most economical route is to buy a FIRST RUN
runout and overhaul it yourself or have a trusted mechanic overhaul it. Then you will KNOW
what you have. If you do it yourself never start without the appropriate manuals. A current
manual costs less than ten bucks and is most essential.
An overhaul is an overhaul - don't you believe it.

A "Top overhaul" means ONLY the
cylinders were reworked, NOT the crank, main bearings, cam/lifters, accessories, etc.
Some major overhauls do not include the accessories. Carburetors, magnetos, fuel pumps,
generators and starters wear out and go kaput too, so all these should be renewed at the
time the basic engine is done. Last but not least is an overhaul vs. remanufacture. There
is considerably difference of opinions as to the terminology but the main thing is whether
the engine is overhauled/rebuilt (call it what you like) to NEW tolerances or to SERVICEABLE
limits. Of course an engine rebuilt to new tolerances should last to TBO hours. It will
cost more but many times will pay off in the long run. One done up to service limits already
has wear in the moving parts. It will provide good service if_ in fact the service limits were
observed but will not last as long as one built to new limitso
In summary, buying a used airplane engine is about like buying one of Honest Johns used
cars, a considerable gamble at best. But the consequences of losing on a used airplane
engine are far worse.

* * * * * * * *
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Last Minute Note: Custom Aviation is liquidating its inventory and will accept offers on
either the entire inventory or in categories as follows:
1.

Large selection of AN and NAS hardware a

2.

Wood: including birch and mahogany plywood, spruce, glues.

3.

Aluminum and steel sheet, rod, tubing, and some preformed trailing edge.

For complete listings call Barry Eden at 699-1313 (working hours) or to see stock call Susan
Glade at 233-7879.
SEE YOU AT AIRPARK, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2 7 AT 7: 30 PM.

Dick

* * * * * * * * *
T-18 Project For Sale. Airframe Complete and signed off by FAA, . 032 skins for 180 hp engine,
24 gallon reserve fuel in wing tanks, completely flush riveted for top show quality finishing.
All fibergla s parts, light solar gray Gee Bee Canopy. and windscreen on frame, Cleveland
wheels and brakes, Maul tail wheel, SS cross over exhaust system, SS mufflers w/Al heat
muffs, 4" prop extension (can be used for metal or wood prop), Cassidy Pacesetter Prop,
Al spinner & backplate. $9570.
Call Keith Cobb 234-4387.

0-360-A4A (180 HP) Lycoming Engine, 188 hours since new, accessorie?s, factory log &
operators manual.
$4700.
Keith Cobb 234-4387
0-290-D2 (135 HP) Lycoming Engine, 365 Hrs Since New, Completely preserved, logs,
mags, starter, generator.
$2875.
Keith Cobb 234-4387

E.A.A. DALLAS CHAPTER 168 - EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
1980 MEMBERSHIP - RENEWAL:

NEW:

----------------------------------

(DUES

$6.oo

PER YEAR)

------------

NAME

WIFE'S NAME

A.DJRESS

AREA. CODE &

PHONE

NUMBER

------

------------------STATE- - - - -NATIONAL
-ZIP CODE
----E.A.A.
MEMBER
COMPLETE
NUMBER
AIRCRAFT PRO.JECT
---------------------....,
COMPLErE
AIRCRAFT PROJECT - RESTORATION
--OTHER AlRCRAF'T - MAKE
----------MODEL------N #---------DUES PAID ON:
-----------CHECK :t-i'UM.BER-------CASH------CIT!'

________________

NOTE:

ALL OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION IS REQUIRED TO COMPILE AND PUBLISH THE MEMBERSHIP
ROSTER. A PROMPT RENENAL BEFORE 31 DECEMBER 1979 WILL BE MOST HELPFUL IN THE
PREPARATION OF THE MAIL LABELS REQUIRED FOR THE 1980 MAILING OF HANGAR ECHOES
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: E.A.A. CHAPTE...11. 166 - MARK FOR: 1980 DUES

MAIL TO:

PRI'E OHLSON, TREASURER
8928 HACKNEY LANE
DALLAS, TEXAS 75238

PHONE: 214/348-1823

December 7, 1979
Northpark Inn - 9]00 N. Centr,11 ; vi- r,':-iS'.,'ay
Happy Hour 6:30 - 7:3/J
Drink Prices - Highball~

'.; :'. 00
~r,

Wine

l

Beer

1.50

1 .• J\.;

Dinner Beginning at 7:30
Cost - $10.50 per person
Reservations must be in to Pete Ohlson by December 1st.
Name

------------

Address
Number of Reservations
Mail to:

---Pete Ohlson

89 28 Hackney ·Lane
D<lllas, Texas 75238
Phone: (214) 348-1823

~

•"t'.----------------r-------------------

SERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN:
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE
SPECIALIZING ING .E. EQUIPMENT
9007 SAN BEN ITO

214/327-4324

TELEl'HONE 214 288-6777

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.
Just Call:
Delmo (Pitts Special> Johnson
1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-0635

M. J. KRUGER
817/533-2307
RT. 1, MALONE, TEXAS 76660

CLARENCEJ.McDONALD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

AIR LAW AND GENERAL LAW

I 100 LAKESHORE DR.

MESQUITE. TEXAS 75149

KRUGER PROPELLER SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND
EXPERIMENTAL PROPELLERS.

R. W. MORT
REGISTERED CONSULTING ENGINEER
ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE FOR
THE AIRCRAFT CUSTOM BUILDER

,24 HILLVIEW DRIVE
~URST, TEXAS 7 6053

817-282-6940

~
SEATON & SEATON
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION

SHARON R. SEATON. CFI
NORMAN N SEATON. CFI

214-270-3791

ATTENTION: ANTIQUERS & HOMEBUILDERS ! ! !

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

USED AIRPLANE PARTS

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS
8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)

PAUL CAMP

Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

214/227-4569

LANCASTER AIRPORT

SUPPLIERS TO GENERAL AVIATION
CUSTOM/RESTORER AIRCRAFTSMEN

!AIRPLANE KITSI
SPRUCE

GEM SUPPLY

WELDED

ASSEMBLIES

AN HARDWARE, FITTINGS, HOSE, TOOLS,
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
FAST DELIVERY ON NON-STOCK ITEMS
8122 DENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TX. 75235

AIRCRAFT PLYWOOD

HARDWARE

ALl'HA AVIATION SUPPLY Co.

PHONE 214-350-7066

~ P 0. BOX641 •GREENVILLE. TEXAS 75401
214-455-3593
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